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To venture causes
anxiety, but · not to
venture is to lose one's
self.... And to venture

in the highest sense is
to · become
conscious of one's self.

precisely

Kirkegaord

Vol. XI I Number 3
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Council Conducts Marathon
Committee. If the Board finds no
students name in the list, the
Student Council has officially Board of Trustees will not
begun its 1971-1972 year, under approve any forthcoming R.T.P.
the leadership of Robert Di matters.
Mr. Di Ferdinando opened
Ferdinando. The agenda of last ·
Friday night's meeting included: discussion on the recent audit
discussions of student results and recommendations
representation on the All College which were discussed in last
R.T .P. Committee; listings of new week's
issue of the
guidelines which all college INDEPENDENT by saying that he
organizations are obliged . to had been misquoted in his
adhere to; postponement of the statement to the effect that, " ...
Student Org. 71-72 Budget Lichenstein (last year's Stud. Org.
proposals; continuation of the Pres.) spent all the money. Every
freezing of Memorabilia's funds; penny we took ·in went out. .. .''
appointments and resignations of The Independent realizing its
Council members ; and a report obligation to present the precise
from the President's Committee quote,
reviewed its
on Parking.
taped-interview with President Di
President Di Ferdinando Ferdinando, and repeats his exact
started the meeting by reporting statement, "
Lichenstein
to the Council that N.S.C.'s Board spent all the money. Ever penny
of Trustees had issued a statement we took in went out. .. .''
in support of the retention of Therefore, there was no misquote.
students on the R.T.P. Committee Because of the ramifications of
(Retention, Tenure, and this statement, however, Mr. Di
Promotion). The statement came Ferdinando at the Council
during a recent Board meeting, meeting, did qualify his words by
after the Faculty Association had saying, "last year every penny was
made it known that in their new appropriated".
contract no provisions had been
As a result of the audit taken
made for students to sit on the All
College R.T.P. Committee. The by Haskins & Sells, Certified
Board took a stand in behalf of Public Accountants from Newark,
the students by asking the Faculty a new voucher system has been
Association for a list of all the implemented. In co-operation
members on the present R.T.P. with their company, training
,,,-·

by Dianne Arminio
& Carol Doyle

Student Funds
Re-cycled
By Sheralyn Welch

As the fall semester at N.S.C .
beg ins, new ideas, hopefully
leading to a better campus
community, are being initiated by
Student Organization, under the
leadership of Bob Di Ferdinando.
Of primary importance to the
campus are the implementation of
a more adequate voucher system
and also the institution of student
co-ops. This new voucher system
is aimed at providing a more
beneficial distribution of student
funds, by curbing speculation of
monies. Bob Di Ferdinando
ex plained the value of this
voucher plan by saying, "This
system would be a positive check
to see that the money goes where
it's supposed to. The business
manager's report, along with the
audit, makes it unlikely that
mistakes of the past year will
reoccur."
The possibilities of student
co-ops on campus, to save the
student money and to also
re-cycle these funds into the
Satellite Program are also on
Student Org.'s agenda. The
Satellite Program was presented to
and approved. in concept, by the
Board of Trustees last summer. It

is Student Organization's master
plan for the re-organization of
non-academic space on campus.
Individuals will be offered the
space in which to study in the
proper surroundings or to relax
without disturbing anyone.
Both plans are designed to
make the best possible use of
student monies, in the hope of
campus betterment. These plans,
however, can only be inaugurated
with student support.

L.aMancha
~

A t NSC

N.S.C.'s Theatre Guild, after
many long years of waiting, will
produce the highly acclaimed
musical Man of La Mancha on
Nov. 11 , 12, 13, 18, 19, 20.
It will be directed by Mr.
James Murphy ; technical director
is Mr. Richard Turrick ;
vocal-musical direction is under
Dr. Annajean Brown and the
orchestra will be conducted by
Mr. William Feldman.
"Man of La Mancha" is the
(Continued on Page 2)

sessions for all treasurers of clubs
on campus have been set-up for
Oct. 4, 5, and 6. Attendance is
mandatory. If a club or
organization does not send a
representative to these meetings,
no funds will be released in their
behalf from Student Organization.
Under this new system,
Secretaries of campus groups must
also submit the minutes of
meetings held, wherein the
allocation or spending of money is
discussed or approved. These
minutes will provide necessary
feedback to the Finance Board,
that organizational funds are
being spent and approved by the
largest representation of said
clubs. It was noted that these
training sessions would also be of
value to anyone who is involved
with the handling of money.
Budget proposals for the 71-72
school year were also presented to
Council by the Finance Board . It
is customary that Council vote on
budgets the first meeting of the
school year. This is necessary
because of activities taking place
which require the immediate
outlay of money. Without
approved funds no organization is
allowed to draw upon student
resources. After the reading of the
budgets by Wanda Kolodziej,
council members voted to

postpone diswssion and review of
funding, until aU members could
be provided with a copy of the
breakdown reports of budgets.
This report is to be picked up by
council representatives this week.
Because of this action, money

may not be spent during the week
by any organization, until
approval tomorrow night.
The question of unfreezing the
funds of the yearbook,
(Continued on Page 10)

Blood Bank Re-opens
On April 8, 1971, Newark
State witnessed its first successful
all-college Blood Bank drive. As a
res u It, 1 7 5 donations were
received from students and
faculty members. Ann Hesley ,
new chairman of the Blood Bank
committee, announced that a
second drive will be held
November 30. As with the fust
one, facilities will be set up in the
t.v. lounge and the Red Cross will
handle all the operations.
For those unaware of the ·
college blood bank, its purpose is
to insure . blood to all Newark
State students, faculty,
administrators, and their families.
This coverage can be very
important. Today, if you have a
common blood type, one pint will
cost you $50.00. If you are
unfortunate enough to have a rare
blood type, the blood could run
as much as $210.00 per pint.
However, with our blood bank all
blood will cost $17 .5 0, merely the
cost of processing. Therefore, the
entire college community (and
families) will be covered in this
way . l'n addition, a small
percentage of the blood is set
aside for the indigent.

of N.S.C. The committee,
therefore, stressed the importance
of reaching the goal of 250 pints.
scheduling of donors will begin in
late October. Students are urged
tQ sign up during this time.
For those interested in acting
as aides during the blood bank
drive, a meeting will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 5th, during College
Free Hour (I :40) in Sloane
Lounge. Twenty students will be
needed for this operation. There

Course
Evaluation
Coming
by Betty Wetzler

Jim Harrison, chairman of the
Course Evaluation Committee,
announced last week that the
course evaluation booklet will be
distributed to the students some
time in October. Though many
attempts have been made in
thepast to produce this service,
Mr. Harrison is the first to
A good response is necessary in actually get tangible results from
order that the blood bank fulfill the effort. He stated that the
its purpose. Twenty-percent of 124-page booklet will be
the total college community must distributed to students on a
(Continued on Page 2)
donate to insure total coverage for

will be a 2-2½ hour lecture for
these v6Junteers given by a
registered nurse on campus
sometime in November. Acting as
a volunteer will allow many
students to help out and take part
in the blood bank drive, who, for
various reasons cannot give blood
themselves.

Coalition
Plans
By Susan Cousins

The Community Coalition,
now an official organization of
NSC, has developed numerous
activites for the forthcoming year.
The office for the coalition is
located next door to the
INDEPENDENT because the
members needed a regular meeting
place to work from and a central
location that others could find
and utilize.
The chairman, Bob Travaglione
and the secretary-treasurer Ricki
Kubish have outlined the projects
of the coalition. The "Hotline" is
functioning through the efforts of
Dean Parks and The Strike
Coalition. One of the coalitions's
most recent efforts was to
increase voter registration on
•(Co!Jtinued on Page 2)
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Evaluation Coming

Youth Seroice Corps Begins

(Continued from Page 1)
miscalculating the number or
first-come, first-served basis, with questionnaires needed (I 0,000
no distinction made as to were ordered, 25,000 were
student's class status. No fee will eventually used); not anticipating
be charged.
the number of students enrolled
The Committee was funded in the various departments
$6,000 for the entire operation. accurately (as in incorrectly
Three thousand dollars was spent assuming the History department
for the printing of the basic was larger than the English or
questionnaires; the remainder was Secondary Ed. depts. which in
used for processing and printing turn, threw off the number of
costs of the information obtained questionnaires the departments
from them, Mr. Harrison received for class distribution) ;
disclosed.
and trouble in obtaining
He then explained the fact that up-to-date and correct records
opiy a limited number of booklets from the Registrar on the number
are being printed (2 ,000) by of students in each particular class
saying: "I don't want the and who is teaching that class.
evaluation to wind -up like the
For further evaluation, Mr.
yearbook. If the two thousand Harrison suggests the following
copies go, we can get more."
improvements of methods and
Of t h e pro blems th e committee procedure : to have provisions on
came up against in producing the the questionnaire for the students
Evaluation, Harrison mentioned: ' to designate his major (separating
the lack of efficient use of the majors from general students in a
computer (it could have been course would hopefully enable a
programmed to do work that was higher rate of validity to the
later d o ne by hand) ; student opinions of that course);
to arrange for more advantageous
time for distribution of
questionnaires (the hand-out time
for this Evaluation was just before
(Continued from Page 1)
campus by supplying buses. They
Easter vacation ; some professors
are also working on a project that
did not distribute questionnaires
will bring Planned Parenthood
at all , and of those who who did ,
Inc. onto campus for at least a many were returned to the
Committee too late to be included
few days a week.
. The members also plan a 40 to 50 sections were not
recorded due to these reasons);
Candlelight Vigil in Elizabeth for
and to distribute questionnaires
Attic a du ring October, this
involving high school students in later in the semester when the
the area. Free medical check ups students have a better
understanding of the course and
on campus, draft information,
professor so he can make a more
abortion counseling and
reliable evaluation.
brochures, and legal counseling
In addition to all these
are also in the works. The
Coalition also intends to enter drawbacks, Mr. Harrison stated he
"mock" candidates in this year's was working with "a hard-core
team of five people" and "very
Miss NSC contest.
poor student involvement". He
It atJpears that the Community
Coalition has a lot of big plans for urges all students interested in
this year, and some undoubtedly assisting the next Evaluation
will be successful. However, their Committee to meet during free
goal seems to be that of hour September 30th in the
converting NSC's campus into a Student Org. offices. There will
liberated youth community. An also be a chance for interested
idea and/or reality that does not faculty , staff, and administration
exist outside the boundaries of · members to give their suggestions
our college and not even following and ideas on the Student
graduation.
Evaluation September 29th and
October 4th in the Alumni
Lounge from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Commenting on the evaluation
Harrison said, "I hope it will be
used for what it was intended (Continued from Page 1)
story of Don Quixote de la not to "rate" a professor as
Mancha. The play centers around "good" or "bad". It is up to each
the old gentleman who dreams of individual to interprete the
becoming a Knight Errant. Don iriformation. Still talk to friends
Quixote duly sets forth to right all even teachers about the c ourses;
wrongs and to make all better compare all those teaching the
than they are presently. This same course, don't just refer to
one professor. The Evaluation is
production marks the first time
Mr. Murphy will ;ct. He will have meant to help both stude.n t and
irlstructor.
a very small role.
The cast includes:
Don Quixote - Skip Cords
Sancho - Joey Orefice
Aldonza - Moira O'Brien
Innkeeper - Richard Luther
Padre - Fields Howard
At the September meeting of
Carrasco - Charlie Cunliffe
the State Board of Higher
Antonia - Vicki Turner
Education, Newark State College
Barber - Mr. James Murphy
received approval to initiate a
Anselino - Gary Aboz
major course of study leading
Jose - Anthony Spadora
towards a bachelor's degree in
Juan Tom O'Brien
Paco - Gerard Riehl
chemistry.
Tenorio - Walt Morrison
Representing Newark State
Housekeeper - Pamela Zarrow
College at the meeting, Dr. Norma
Maria - Diane Urban
Leeds, the Chairman of the
Captain of Inquisition - David Chemistry/Physics Department,
(Continued on Page 3)
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Balloons and st reamers, flutes
and tempera_, halocauS t and peace
(?) - th at is what a summer is
made of. Forty volunteer
c~unselors _helped ~uppl~ over
eighty children with Just a
sui:nmer, a summer both the
children and the counselors will
fi nd . ~a rd to _forget. The children
~arh~tpated m a day camp set up
m Ebzabeth by the Youth Service
Corp_s, a group _ organized to
se~vice th e children of the
Elizabe th Avenue area. The
summer camp was their most
ambitious program to date. It
grew out of th e need to give the
children some th ing to do in the
hot summer; some th ing, quite
literally, to keep th em busy and
out of trouble in an area where
trouble is likely to occur. The
children were kept extremely
busy.
It was the point of the program
to keep the children busy, but
also to introduce them to aspects
of their culture which would help
them gain a perspective on their
environment and education. The

children read and wrote stories
throughout the summer with the
aid of a counselor - who
sometimes had only to read the
child's story- that the interest
was there was the important
factor. Each child also went on as
many as fifteen field trips over the
seven week camp period - trips to
arf museums, history museums,
plays, music exhibits, zoos of
every variety - the list is long.
Swimming was felt to be an
extremely important summer
activity, and the children had the
opportunity to swim at least three
times a week. Movement games
were planned and played;
activities in arts were experienced;
music was introduced. The
child
· ren in th e program were th us
involved in a wide spectrum of
activities designed to help them
grow constructively within, and
around, ·their environment - to
see themselves, their homes, their
neighborhood , and th·eir
education differently.

The summer is over, but the
children are still there - many of
whom need special care with their
academics, most of whom need
the stimulus of creative organized
play. The community still exists,
but it needs help, and welcomes
new people to participate. The
winter program is now on paper the same place the program
existed only three months ago.
The children are waiting now for
activities. Fund-raising activities,
tutorial schedules, and game times
are ready to be set into action October 5, 1971 is the date
"wirlter" officially begins at Kirk
Center. It's warm there - join us?
A sense of community Contact Charlie Behm or Kathy
developed over the summer - Meade , mailbox No. 324.

Vets Need Statement
As you may know , veterans
Mr. Hall will be available in
eligible for benefits under the G.l. Room T-102 or may be reached
Bill must have a statement, signed by phone by calling 527-2030.
by an official of the college they Try to arrange to make your
are attendirig, sent to the Veterans enquiries during the following
Administration each year. William time schedule :
Viricenti has been designated as Monday 2:00-4:00 PM.
the veterans coordinator at Tuesday I :00-8:00 PM.
Newark State College.
Wed. 8:30-11 :30 AM . 4:00-8:00
Mr. Vincenti asks all eligible PM.
veterans to check with his office Thurs. l :00-4:00 PM .
to determine whether their paper
Mr. Vincenti will be available
work has been processed.
to any veteran who has a
The office is located in Room question.
T-102. Mr. Leon Hall (a vet and
an aide to Mr. Vincenti) and Mr.
Vincenti would be happy to
expediate matters for each
veteran.
UNION - Dr. Lillian R. Putnam,
professor of reading irI the
Newark State College Graduate
Faculty, and past-president of the
New Jersey Readirig Teacher's
On November 6th there are Association, today announced
going to be major anti-war rallies final plans for the Eighth Annual
across the nation . The most Reading Conference to be held on
important feature of this the Union campus Saturday,
moratorium is that all anti-war October 16th. Dr. Putnam, the
groups have resolved their Chairman of the Conference, also
differences concerning the tactics announced the program for the
used to end our involvement in conference.
Southeast Asia. This will be a very
Dr. Albert J. Harris, Director
of the Office of Research and
united effort.
Other factors affecting the Evaluation, City University of
quality of efforts of November New York and author of the
6th are Attica, another example recent, Casebook o n Reading
of the violence manifested by our Disabilities, and How to Increase
government, the Pentagon Papers Reading Ability, will be the
which exposed to the American keynote speaker . His topic will be
public, the lies that have "Readirig for Change" .
perpetrated upon them for the
The section meetirlgs which
last 20 years. Another factor is follow the keynote address will
the loan given to Lockheed to feature the following: ·or. Mary
stall bankruptcy, even though the Anne Hall (University of
American economy is in serious Maryland) speakirlg on "Readirig
trouble , and even though irI the Kindergarten"; Dr. Stanley
Lockheed Corporation is the Krippner (Department of
number one war manufacturer. Psychiatry, Maimonides Medical
Another aid to the anti-war Center) on "Effective Instruction
movement day being the for Learnirig Disabilities"; Dr.
solidarity of the Peace groups Margaret Jo Shepherd (Columbia
with the Vietnam Veterans. Let's University) · on "Effective
all come together on this day and Techniques for . Diagnosirlg
show our love for our country and Reading Disabilities"; Dr. Tony
concern for its future course of Amato (Temple University) on

Reading
Conference

Demonstration
Day Nov. 6

(Continued on Page 10)

between the children and
counselors, and between the
counselors. The counselors had
social periods every mornirlg and
afternoon, and participated irI
many evening activities .
Twenty-two counselors rode the
program's school bus (bought by
selling cookies) on a memorable
trip to California (and back).

(Continued on Page 10)

Anti-Test
Petition
The Community Coalition on
NSC's campus is circulating a
petition urgirig the President of the
United States to intercede and
order the Amchitka Test of
October 3, 1971 to be cance1Jed.
The Coalition alleges that the
test may create "a grave danger to
the Pacific Area." The test, located
off-shore Alaska, 300 miles from
Soviet Siberia, "is perilous· to
Hawaii and the Islands of Japan."
The Coalition is seeking the
students of NSC to sign the
petition because they believe the
test concellation and the
irltervention of the President will
save not only the land areas irI close
proximity to the test but possibly
"the planet"

Call
Hotline
by Sharon McHale

Newark State will soon be
initiatirig a hotline to aid any
student in distress. The irlitial
program began last year, but a
Jack of funds created a problem in
the trainirlg of personnel. The
Reverend Mr. William F. Staton,
known as Father Bill, of St.
Luke's Episcopalian Church in
Union, contracted Dean Parks and
volunteered his services irI trairiirig
students in order to man the
Hotline.
The Hotline of NSC will be
affiliated with another hotline
directed by Father Bill, thus
enabling the greatest number of
calls to be put through. Students
who contact the Hotline may
remain anonymous: all
information will remain
confidential. Those having
problems concerning drugs, the
(Continued on Page 10)
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Dorm P-roblems Probed
BY MAUREEN GOGER
& CAROL DOYLE

Newark State's dormitory
acilities presently accomodate
pproximately 250 students. By
te 1973, the construction of
our, six-story apartment-type
esid ent halls should be
mple"ted. The completion of
hese dormitories raise two
roblems with which the
dministration -and student
rsonnel must cope. They must
~al with the local citizen's group
hich opposes the proposed site
f the new buildings and also
ust be prepared to handle the
creased amount of students
·ving.on campus.
Residents from the bordering
rea , who have designated
themselves as the Monmouth
itizen Group, have · stated
approval of the l ,000
student-housing complex, but
object to its locality of
seventy-five feet from their
property. The citizens request
that the dorms "be rearranged on
the same available land that
consists of approximately ten
acres, by centering the buildings,
which would allow a sufficient
wooded buffer zone". A resident
of Monmouth Drive stated that
Newark State has not presented
any sufficient grounds upon
which to deny their petition.
A letter drawn up by the
"concerned citizens" asserts,
"from past meetings between
representatives of the community
and college officials, it was
understood that any proposed
developments concerning the
college and affecting our area

would be known to us; however,
we were totally unaware of these
building plans until we read about
them in the local newspaper".
Within the past few months,
meetings have been hetd between
the campus administration and
concerned student personnel with
the local residents. Concrete
results from these talks, however,
· have been undeterminable.
After these proposed buildings
have been constructed and are in
full operation, still another major
problem must be faced . It will be
necessary for Newark State to
make the transition from a strictly
commuter-type college into a
campus which will be forced to
develop a greater concern for its
1200 dormitory students.
In the past years, complaints of
food service, curfews, bad lighting
and poor telephone availability
have been among the lists of
student complaints. This year,
according to the Dean of
Students, Dean Parks, a new food
concession has been contracted,
curfews, except for quiet hours,
are not in operation, bad lighting
is in the process of being
corrected and each student has
the option of having his own
room phone.
Dormitory students have been
accessed a $125 . raise in
room-and-board fees for this year.

New Ideas
by Cathy Gurdon
& Jan Furda

(Continued from Page 2)

Radio station WNSC, now
airing in the college center under
the direction of Herb Gerstenfeld
plans to expand their limited
program to include a voice for the
students other than the

stated "the new course of study in
chemistry will seek to meet
ace reditation requirements
established by the American
Chemical Society, and will
become a part of the college
curriculum this Spring."
The new major in chemistry
was praised by Chancellor of
Higher Education Ralph Dungan,
who stated, "Newark State is to
be commended for developing this
course of study which will go a
long way towards improving the
multi-purpose functions of the
state colleges."
Students enrolled in the new
program can prepare for a variety
of careers related to chemistry at
the bachelor's level or receive
foundation for graduate work in
chemistry. The new program will
also help prepare pre-medical and
pre-dental students, as well as
students studying in other areas of

science.

Plans are being explored to
develop a system of cooperative
advisement between the chemistry
and biology departments to help
pre-medical

and

pre-dental students to fulfill
requirements established by the
professional schools. According to

Dr. Leeds, the new advisement

system when operative, "should
~reatly enhance and improve the
;hances -of our students of
)btaining admission to medical
md dental schools."
Local chemical companies have
:xpressed interest in the
(Continued on Page 10)

Although some grievances have
been heard , there are complaints
of a lack of communication on
the parts of students and
administrators. According to last
year's hall residents, it was their
understanding that the free linen
service which had been offered to
them in previous years would be
discontinued, · in favor of phone
installation free-of-charge, and no
monthly service rate. Students
would only pay for the calls
which were made. On the other
hand, Dean Parks, when
interviewed, stated that the
students were informed last spring
that telephone service · was being
installed for anyone who wished
it, at the regular student costs. He
also added that, 'linen service had
become too expensive to continue
to provide. If this free service had
been offered, it would have
resulted in a higher raise of
dormitory fees'.
The immediate problem which
Newark State faces is the approval
of the construction site. As
President Nathan Weiss stated, "If
we cannot build our ne"w
dormito·ry facilities, the future
growth of Newark State College
will be stunted". With this future
expansion and our current
grow th, the problem of
communication must also be
solved.

WNSC Airs

BA In Chem.

prospective
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Independent.

Besides the current musical
entertainment, Herb and his staff
hope to initiate a more diversified
program in the future through the
addition of talk shows and
programs geared to the student's
interests.
Herb

commented

that

last

Don't
Complain
.

Far too often the majority of
Newark State College students are
either not interested in what goes
on around campus outside of the
classroom, or they just complain
about what does go on, but never
do anything about it. If you want
to get involved in an area that is
wide open for new ideas, join the
College Center Board Film
Committee.
Here's your chance to do
something about your complaints,
DON'T BLOW IT! And don't
complain when you don't like
what does go on if you are too
lazy to do anything about it.
The first C .C .B. Film
Committee meeting will be on
TUESDAY, Oct. 5 at 1:40,during
college free hour in the coffee
house.

year's program was limited to 2 or
3 shows, adding that this year he
will be on the air quote, " as much
as l can ." Now employed at
WPLl, New York , and among the
best qualified for the job ,
Gerstenfeld feels the location of
the station is poor because many
outside students interfere with it.
There is an urgent call for more
funds to construct the transmitter
necessary for the show's
expansion on and off campus, and
for repair and maintenance of the
station ·itself. Hopefully, all these
ideals can be transmitted into a
workable system and operation in
the following months.

Book
Exchange
Back
By Susan Cousins

There are thousands of used
books laying around. Plenty of
people wanting to sell them and
even more people anxious to buy.
But nobody ever seems to get
together. Why not try the "Used
Book Exchange", where you can
make some money on old books,
and, or buy used books, cheap.
The Book Exchange is located on
the side of the Little Theater and
is open until October 15th,
Monday thru Friday 9:30-4 and
6-8, evenings. The cost of a book
is determined by the price set by
the owner plus 10%. Any money
from sales or unsold used books ·
will become the property of APO
In the past, the Book Exchange
(Continued on Page 10)

Wildlife Fed
Cracks Down
Washington, D.C. - The
National Wildlife Federation has
announced a $500 bounty for
information leading to the
conviction of_anyone shooting a
bald eagle enywhere in the United
States.
Federation Drrecror Thomas L.
Kimball said the reward program
was started as a result of hunters
throughout the U.S. expressing
their outrage at the recently
revealed mass slaumter of eagles
in Wyoming.
The bald eagle, America's
national bird and emblem, is in
serious trouble from hard
pesticides and diminishing habitat.
The southern race of bald eagle
found in the eastern half of the
U.S. is classified as an endangered
species by the U.S. Interior
Department. The total bald eagle
population in the lower
forty-eight states may contain as
few as three to four thousand
birds.
Since 1940 it has been against
Federal law to shoot or otherwise
molest bald eagles, but as their
numbers decline, illegal shooting
is becoming a more important
i'actor working against the bird's

survival. A national furor was
raised when recent testimony
before a Senate subcommittee in
Washington revealed that
air-borne sharpshooters were hired
by local ranchers in Rawlins,
Wyoming, area to slaughte1 eagles
and other wildlife. More than 65
golden and bald eagles were
reported in a pile at one ranch.
"Frankly," Kimball said
"American hunters are tired of
being tarred and feathered for the
actions of criminals erroneously
identified as hunters."
Effective immediately, the
Federation will pay a $500 reward
upon verifying that the claimant's
information was of substantial
assistance in obtaining a
conviction for shooting a bald
eagle (Haliaectus leucocephalus)
in violation of 16USC 668.
The claimant must request the
reward in writing to the National
Wildlife Federation 1412 16th
Street, NW, Washington, D.C.
20036, within six months after
conviction. If more than one bald
eagle was shot by the convicted
person, $500 will be awarded for
one bird representing the total
number shot.

Rally Urges
Registration
Coinciding with the voter
registration held on our campus
last week, Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, also conducted a
campaign to arouse eligible
citizens to register to vote.
Rutgers was the host for the voter
registration rally sponsored by the
"Register for a New America
Committee" of New Brunswick.
The rally was attended by
approximately 4,500 (correcting a
caption in last weeks
"Independent", which
over-estimated the attendance).
The general theme of the rally
was "voting is the only real way
to change the United States". This
was brought out by the first
speaker, Student Government
President of Rutgers, David
Meiswirnkl, who said, "all should
register and let the country be
governed by honesty and
wisdom".
Unannounced

hopeful, and Indiana senator,
Birch Bayh, was one of the guest
speakers at the rally. Senator
Bayh, too, remarked on the
importance of registrating and
voting. He added that the new
electorate may make a change in
the priorities of the country . He
said, "this nation puts footsteps
on the moon as people go to bed
hungry at night".
President of the University ,
Edward Bloustein, advised the
new voters to "change the
government by learning the
rules," accelerating to a position
of importance and then make the
necessary changes.
Announced Democratic
presidential candidate, George
, McGovern, Senator from South
Dakota, sent a telegram to the
rally from Southeast Asia. In the
telegram he said, "The 26th
amendment will turn the tide. It
will put a stop to the troubles of
presidential the U.S.A.

NSC Encounter - 71
by Marla Cohen

On September 9, 1971, about
72 students, 3 faculty, one
researcher, and 12 people trained
in psychology assembled at Camp
· B'nai B'rith in Starlight,
Pennsylvania, for the purpose of
relating on a more intense level to
themselves and to each other. For
me; the four days following
turned ~mt to be the most painful,
yet exilarating personal growth
experience of my life. Everything
I did took on a new vitality, from
singing, to sobbing; from
interacting with others, to looking
within myself. Even in dancing
and making a collage, I felt myself
coming through - more myself
than ever before. I could better
hear the emotional messages of

others - since I was better
attending my own - and react
more honestly and openly to
others. The new feelings I
experienced at Encounter are still
with me; I can only describe them
by saying, "How great to be Me!"
Perhaps this sounds strange to
people who have never been
expose d to Encounter or
T-Groups in any way, or have
never asked themselves such
questions as: How well do I
communicate with myself and
others? How honest and open are
my relationships with myself and
'others? What can I do to change
·situations and relationships in my
life that are not satisfying to me?
These questions, and perhaps
(Continued on Page 8)
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One •P icture

Is Worth A_
Thounsand
Words
Dept.

Sound And Fury
Book Store

"worthwhile" investment of
$640.00 into the chartering of
two buses to transport our N .S.C .
IS S.C .A.T.E . REALLY GETTING students to Union and Essex
OUT OF HAND?
County voter registration offices.
Is this outlandish statement I did not notice anyone get on the
really true? How can an buses, let alone go anywhere.
organization which devotes so What a "waste" of our money.
much time to the betterment of Wow! Our students can go to their
today's youth,-get out of hand?
own town to register. If they are
Believe it or not, a statement too damn lazy to register at home ,
such as this, was made by a I don 't want my money being
finance board member at a recent spent on them.
meeting.
Sign Me,
S.C.A.T.E . through the past
Registered at home
seven years, has built itself out of
nothing to a program consisting of
more than 20 individual programs
Congratulations Bob on your
each involving from 3 to 25
different schools with a personal honesty in last weeks
co n tact with about 1,500 "Independent". We are aware of
underpriviliged and mentally the bullshit politics that goes on
in student government and we
retarded young children .
S.C.A.T.E. is still accepting know that it takes alot of guts to
applications for people interested do something about it. We
in working with these children support your plan for a Business
hoping to reach over the 300 Manager. Maybe now there will be
more involvement from students.
mark this semester.
It is kind of cruel when you Keep up the good work.
Carol Behrens
think that these people who feel
John Furey
S.C.A.T.E. is getting out of hand,
are in a sense , depriving a ghetto
child of seeing a circus or dairy
farm for once in his life.
I only wish that some of these
To my surprise, I've found the
people who spent $5,100.00 on a issue of the "Independent" a
co nference in Colorado and relatively journalistic phenomena.
$680.00 for buses for voter Instead of the usual three pages of
registration which were never "record reviews" and "How I
used , could feel the feeling these developed into a rock star", the
children give when they - know local tabloid conta ined
someone cares.
information that each student is
S.C.A.T.E. has often been or rather should be concerned
accused by others as being run by a with, the ripping-off of the
certain faction of people. On our Student Org. funds and the
bulletin board we even placed a obvious ineffectiveness of the
sign for people to work on the orientation committee.
To those amatueur politicos
executive staff of S.C .A.T.E., and
who found it necessary to pad
so far nothing.
their ego trips with other students
S.C.A.T.E. is far from being bread. I see you in the same light
factional, unless, you can call as the former Mayors of Newark
people who give a damn, a and Jersey City - pigs. If you feel
faction .
threatened and somewhat
Sincerely, paranoid, I hope you enjoy it. To
Mark Kevin Worosilo Bob DiFernando I offer my
Treasurer support and thanks.
S.C.A.T .E. Tutorial Program
Marcial S. Garlitos

Frowns

Too bad that the Independent
publishes an unsigned column full
of malicious insinuations and
outright lies. Doesn't anybody on
the staff cha llenge it's
contributors to check their facts?
Opening your pages to all is
certainly praiseworthy, but letting
any anonymous bird-brain shoot
off his mouth in such a way that
real mischief can be done, is the
kind of journalism which,
according to the idealistic young,
is practiced only in the "system".
Now to try to untangle
"smiles": While I can't speak
officially for the Student faculty
Co-op, I know that it doesn't have
anything to do with the projected
Student Union. That's a matter
· for Student Org and other
agencies. There is always the
possibility that Co-op may be
asked for a donation but that is
another thing.
I don't know what "Smiles"
means by the "co-op soaks (sic)
away a 7% net profit for a student
union which will not be built
while hoping to build a new book
store all its own". Where did he
get the figure 7%? Did the co-op
have a 7% net profit? If it was a
Book Store net profit does
"Smiles" have any ideas about
basic retailing and accounting
procedures to know what that
figure might represent? If true, it
might indicate that the Book
Store is opera ting in a heal thy ,
efficient and business like way.
No money is being saled away by
the Book Store for anything. As
was pointed out in the first issue
of the Independent this semester,
all income from sales goes back
into the book store with
occasional donations to Co-op for
some college wide project.
Perhaps the next step is to turn
over a set percentage of sales
every month which can cover
rent, maintenance , utilities etc.
Should the day come, and it must
come soon, when a real book
store is to be built, it will be
financed through normal loan and
mortgage procedures, paid off
would like to take this Dear Editor,
over a very long time from book
We would like to express our
store income, so that the burden opportunity to formally thank
of contributing to the new store Stu dent Org. for making a
(Continued on Page 12)
will be borne by many thousands
of customers. There will be no
need to raise prices or levy
assessments.
The opomons expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not
The Co-op is a non-profit necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
paper,
unle ss directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or o pinion of
institution and so is the Book t he co llege.
Store. We are incorporated legally
Editor-in-Chief: Edward Naha
as such. I suggest that "Smiles" Managing Editor: Joan Minneci
Business Manager : Rich Hempel
take some basic course in legal News Editors .................................................Carol Doyle, Betty Wetzler
business organization to find out Assistant News Editor .................................................... Dianne Arminio
the difference between non-profit Feature Editor ............. .......................................................Sue St. Pierre
organizations which operate Assistant Feature Editors ............................... Jan Dalziel, Patti Ann Lee
efficiently and therefore, on their Copy Editors ............................ Laurie Hayes, Lois Mattson, Mike White
books, show a profit and the Sports Editor ................. .................................................. .Michael Cleary
whole other world of profit Photography Editor ....................................................... ....... Ed Mulkeen
making organizations where income Advertising ........................ .............. ...... ......................... Carolyn Hughes
is turned into dividends and Advisor ........................................................................ James Jandrowitz
further profit making ventures. Staff .......................... .... Susan Cousins, Josephine Jinks, Ricki Kociuba,
What if the Book store showed a
Ken Graf, Joann Boyer, Jean Lizerman, R.C. Kiuger,
deficit? Would "Smiles" feel
Janice Androkovitz, Bob Burkhardt, Lois Abate,
better? Then how would the bills
Nathalie Sullivan, Beth Goodtree, Al Malawka,
be paid .
Judy Magliaro, Jim Kalb, Maureen Goger, Sharon McHaie, .
I urge everybody to talk to me
Kathy Gurdon, Jan Furda, Sheraiyn Welch, Bob Caplin,
or their representative when they
Bob Stark, Lena Weiner, Karen Lacey, Joanie Starrett,
want facts about the Book Store.
Marty Egan, Nancy Magliaro, Harriet Lichtenstein
Vincent Porcaro
Published every Thursday · of the academic year. Deadline for material is
Manager, the Friday prior to publication.
OFFICES: College Center - Phone: ~55 -0174
Book & Supply store
· Member United States Student Press Association

Lauded

Surprised

The above photo we think illustrates quite nicely the brilliant
stategy and workmanship used in designing the newest addition to
shoebox city, the Vaughn Eames extravaganza. As well as the luxurious
furniture pictured above, students are treated to a progressive look at
modern school architecture including the stunning brick/concrete/brick
motif, used in abundance on both classroom and hall design.
.
Students will also find the flat grey concrete covered girders in
class a real aesthetic experience. Art fans will appreciate the breath
taking "unfinished" look of the roof, complete with large sections of
rope left dangling from the edges of the building. Connoi~urs of mass
spitting matches will find the · intricate design of the stauways a real
boon. Shouts of "Kwit spittin on my head or I'll puncha inna mouth!"
will soon fill the cavern like halls with warmth and glee, not to mention
phlegm.
Yes, boys and girls, if yoti thought the intricate and practical
design of Townsend and Bruce Halls (with their cracking walls), and
Willis Hall (with its improper staircases hindering proper escape for two
floors during a fire) ·was thrilling ... wait until you see The Vaughn
Eames building. Gone are the traditional designs of plain rectangular
design (Willis , Library , Townsend, Bookstore, etc. etc.) ... witness the
II I
wonder of the century ... RECTANGULAR ON RECTANGULAR ...
Yet another step foreward for mankind from the college that gave you
an indoor swimming pool (in the gym) and an outdoor swimming pool
· (the campus whenever it rains), and the by now famous "pay - your ten - dollars - for - your - parking - sticker - for - the - PRIVLAGE - of parking - cause - you - might - not - get - a - space - cause - there's - no · room - and - you - wouldn' t - wanna - park - here - anyway - bacause the - roads - are - pretty - bad - on - campus - and - besides - the - faculty
- needs - all - that - space - anyway." schtick.

Bust

Thanks

INDEPENDENT
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BS from
'73

Greeks Meet
by Laurie Hayes
Fraternities and sororities set up
displays to intoduce themselves to
interested people last Saturday at
Meet The Greeks. After a delay in
getting the displays placed and
set-up, at 8 :00 it began.
The Greeks discarded their
rivalries, visiting each other's tables
and dancing with one another.
However, at the same time another
competition was occurring, the one
for "prospective pledges."
The Greeks outnumbered the
interested people considerably . In
past years, from what I've seen,
those interested in Greek
Organizations almost equaled the
number of Greeks at Meet The
Greeks. Due to many reasons the
Greek Organizations at NSC as at
different colleges around the
country seem to be losing their
popularity. Due to either financial

Parking
Beginning Monday, October 4,
1971, parking tickets will be
issued to motor vehicles found to
be either unauthorized or parked
in violation. Some common
violations to be avoided are
parking on the grass, in fire zones,
and prohibited areas. Kindly
observe the location before
leaving your vehicle, and ascertain
that it is properly parked. Both
unauthorized vehicles (without
parking decals) and vehicles
parked in prohibited areas may be
towed at the cost of the owner.
To avoid such occurrences please
purchase your parking permit and
park your vehicle properly.
It would be appreciated if
those who have classes in the
Vaughn-Eames Building were to
utilize the parking lot to the rear
of the building. Traffic would be
considera b ly facilitate d if
entrance to the parking lot were
made from North Avenue. The
desire is to limit the flow of
traffic through the parking lots
preventing pedestrian accidents.
Your cooperation will be greatly
appreciated.

reasons, or the fact that so much
emphasis is placed on the social
aspect of the Greek life, and none
on the aspect of school and
community involvement
(some-times by tl10se who only
hear about it, and other times by
the Greeks themselves), a thmg
which turns very many people off
to joining a frat or sorority.
The affair was held in Downs
Hall instead of the Snack Bar this
year, which seemed to allow more
room for moving around and
dancing.
The band which .played was
SKY and they were great. They
played songs by many groups
especially Santana, Chicago, and a
medley of Sly and the Family
Stone.

This article will appear in the
Independent every other issue to
keep the members of the Junior
Class informed of activities which
will affect them directly.
The first meeting of the
executive board was held
Thursday, September 23. At this
meeting the budget was discussed
along with ~uch items as: two
benefit shows for charity,
Homecoming candidate, class of
73 Coffee House Hour, and of
course the Junior Prom.
The date for the Junior Prom is
April 14 at the Manor in West
Orange . After Christmas vacation
there will be more information
available.
Now the Executive board ,
which includes Bill Bruno as
Treasurer, Debbi Chiginsky as
Secretary, and Sue Cringoli as
corresponding secretary is looking
for assistance to co-ordinate all
the programs.
If you wish to help in anyway
please inform the Executive Board
by placing your name in mailbox
No. 002 or contact the President,
Steve Band at his office in the
Student Organizaion Complex .

Human
Relations

At NSC?

" Oh those. I had just seen this
commercial w here the guy
wouldn't let his buddy into the
kitchen because it smelled funny.

Since the responses of those
who went to Starligh t, Pa. were
overwhelmingly positive, the
stu d ent gov't Encou n ter
Committee, in collaboration with
Explore (a group of people who
have run groups on campus for
the past years), is planning to set
up , on campus, a series of all sorts
of on-going weekly groups, all-day
marathons, and weekend human
relations groups - not only for all
participants from the last
Encounter who desire follow-up
experience - but for all students
and faculty who feel that they
could benefit from .and would like
to try any of the sorts of group
experiences I have described. In
fact, if enough people show
interest, we could form groups
centering around special issues:
i.e. relationships between blacks
and whites, between students and
faculty, etc; or groups dealing
with such areas as sexual identity,
conflict resolution, or simply any
needs that arise; we might, if
responses indicate the desire,
create groups of only faculty, or
of faculty and students, or of only
students; lastly, groups could be
specifically oriented toward
non-directive, Gestalt, Non-verbal,
bioenergetic, or psychodramatic
technique. Write to the Encounter
Committee, Student Activities, or
dial Ext. 208 5 if you are
interested in telling us your
special interests, questions, or
suggestions. In the meantime,
while we're getting it together,
there will be a coffee hour for all

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page JO)

Commercial

Stuff
by C.8 .0 .
I have this really weird friend
who believes every commerical
she sees on television. She is so
gullible she spends more time
waxing her floors, watching her
toilet bowl clean itself, and
sniffing around the kitchen for
stale odors that her house is
generally in a state of disaster.
Just last week I paid her a visit, to
find her face bandaged and her
arm in a cast. I asked why, she
replied:
"You know that commercial
where the kid does a slide into the
kitchen with the wax shield
underneath his feet? Well, I
figured if one coat did such a nice
job,three would even be better. So
after I was done I decided to test
the floor myself. I took a running
leap from the dining room, but
unfortunately I didn't stop in the
middle of the floor, I slid into the
refrig."
"What about the bandages on
your face?"

··"»··· ·

Swami .Lauded
by Kathy Bralezyk
Swamiji, a descendant of a
highly spiritual family, had the
name Satchidananda conferred
upon him by his guru, Sri Swami
Sivanandaji. The name
Satchidananda, is a token of
Existence, Knowledge, and Bliss
Absolute. · This is what Integral
Yoga Institute centers around.
The Institute, founded and
directed by Swamiji, is a
non-profit, non-sectarian
organization.

Swami Satchidananda was the
Townsend Lecture Committee's
first guest to appear in the TPA
this year. The audience was small
and relatively sile nt. Soft
chanting, amidst the pleasant tang
of incense, subsided and Swamiji
finally appeared. Sincere and
peaceful smiles captured the faces
of a certain few. Swamiji's lecture
centered around yoga. He
summarized yoga as being a
union, bringing everyone together.
Swamiji stressed the importance
of understanding our own Self,
and to see the same Self in others.
A belief in your own peace is a
necessity to become one. This
peace may be attained through
Integral Yoga.

Attention!!
All Social Welfare Majors
(and anyone interested)

Integral Yoga combines
methods designated to help thy
individual develop spiritually.
physically, emotionally, and
intellectually. It is necessary that
each area is developed to exist in
perfect harmony. The goal of
Integral Yoga is "A body of
perfect health and strength. Mind
with all clarity. calmness and
control. Intellect as sharp as a
razor, will of steel, heart full of
love and mercy, a life dedicated to
the common welfare and
Realization of the True Self."
Swamiji answered many
questions and spoke on many
subjects. He sees the necessity to
live in love for the entire creation;
the advantage of maintaining a
vegetarian diet, and the necessity
to "keep the mind serene and
retaining it".
Swamiji has great hope in our
generation. He sees happiness,
love, and, peace in us, and believes
that one day "all calamities, all
wars, will come to an end. And we
will all soon be enjoying the bliss
of that peaceful sunshine, no
doubt.
Om Shanti

College <:enter Board
Presents:

PATTON

The First Meeting of the
Social Welfare Club

Sunday Oct 3

will be held Thurs. Oct 7

T.P.A. 7:45

At 1:40 p.m. in Willis 401

NSC I.D. Admits

Please wme!!

Student And
One Guest

Al Malawka
Jeez kidz, the proverbial shit
has hit the proverbial fan. Bob D.
cuts it loose. 1 wonda how many
of you fuckers reading this little
ditty are actually still shittin ' in
yer pantz. If finy of you people
out dere red d front page article,
you might well realize dat not
only did Bobby tell it likt: it was,
but he also had enufballs to show
his mug on the front page also.
(So now all ya people kan eazilee
recognize him and either, (a) kiss
him, or, (b ), kik him. Now derz a
guy dat we al) kan bee prowd of.
Eyem also prowd t no dat good
ol Bob also had da gutz to state
dat the Frosh orientashun was a
bust. Eye miself witnessed this
travesdy. Dis summer Eye waz
wurkin in da Bookstor at dis sad
skoal. During da last few weeks of

by Andy Bartok

Bob DiFerdinando, President
of the Student Government ,
threw some fear and a little anger
into the hearts of his colleagues
last week with an AUDIT
REPORT, showing foul play in
the fu nds.
Last year, during the elections
this Reporter (and a candidate for
NSA Corr.) was prompted to
reveal the "worst kept secret" of
STU D ENT G OVE R NMENT
BOOKS. Incumbent leaders of
Student Government (in
particular Wanda , Assist.
Treasurer) were saying such things
as "trouble-maker'' or calling me
"an opportunist during an
election." They referred to my
blunt approach in revealing
IRREGULARITIES TO
STUDENT CANDIDA TES.
1 reiterated my old argument
about "not NSA CANDIDATES,
but PRESIDENTIAL and
Vice-P residential Candidates
should discuss this deplorable
issue." I added , "If the New
President doesn't clean house
through an investigation, then I
will take the ne~ssary step as a
stock-holder. AMEN!"
In further discussing the
elections, Mrs. Dagit (Student
Gov. Bookkeeper) wrote a letter
disputing my allegations and
attempted to discredit my actions.

A professional

ABORTION
that is safe,
· legal &
•
•
1nexpens1ve
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy ,
Educational Service,. Inc.

215-722-5360

24 hours- 7 days
· for professional, confidential

and carina helo.

mi emp l oy eye personally
wit nessed the Guiding Torz
conducted bi sim of the elite
personel asseyend t da job. Kinda
reminded me of vuing da old
Rawhide show. Da people waz Jed
around like ignarant kattl. Now
Bob expozed the real dope pm dis
messe situashun. Atta boy Bob!
Az for miself, I am truly
pleazed dat da truth haz ben
finalle told . ltz good ta now dat
da truth haz ben shoon. Evere I
who getz mad shood , da truth da
waz alwaz supressed and iz now
expozed shood get youz mad.
Dats bout all eye gotta saa in
dis issu, except dat eye would
sertanlee liik som responss ta
eeder mi articul, or anee udder
articul in dis swel paper. Tanks
agan fer reeding mi articul, or a l
Jeest attemting ta reed it. II waz a
niic attempt, waznt it?

This in the eyes of many of those
who read the Jetter , was
tantamount to the BIBLE,
especially since Mrs. Dagit is a
"nice person."
To this date , 1 wonder if she
wiIJ intercede in Student Elections
again? In the future, Mrs . Dagit
may find herself in a position of
not being such "a nice person",
but a bookkeeper who has to
show greater concern for the
integrety of STUDENT MONEY.
Furthermore, the freezing of
YEARBOOK'S FUNDS is another
obligation by BOB DI who is
working for the best interest of
the students . . . he also speaks
out against those who "show no
interest whatsoever in our
campus". Some critics have
misconstrued the whole thing,
terming BOB DI a "President of
Convenience" who is "personally
ambitious ." So while the critics
speak, his influence is not
slipping.

*

* *

Another point of interest is the
BOOKSTORE. This year, as
witnessed last year, the personnel
(over 30) have a "shitty
attitude" . . . that they are doing
"us" a favor. Realizing that
students can't do anything about
prices, except ooycott or burn the
BOOKSTORE. I suggest that their
complaints be made to. their
Student President. STUDENTS
DO NOT HA VE TO TOLERATE
SUCH!!!

*

*

*

Elsewhere inside the campus,
Lynn Pakrull, Assist. Sec., was
overheard complaining about the
BOOKSTORE . While attempting
to "charge" her books to Student
Government, the cashier replied ,
"Sorry, but 1 have instructions to
discontinue this service to
executive members of Stu. Gov."
Previously, members were allowed
to charge it" and later repay Stu.
Gov. It seems, however, that some
members graduated, forgetting to
repay their debt. This prompted
the President to discontinue it.

Jethro Tull's latest release
AQUALUNG (Warner-Reprise)
Jives up to the group's previous set
record of excellence in recorded
material . The record , a rather
pessimistic approach to the
subject of "man-made" religion
establishes Tull's Ian Anderson as
a mastercraftsman writer and
musician. His lyrics are always
biting, and to the point.
Anderson , together with Clive
Bunker on drums (the only two
members of the original Tull
group) · and Martin Barr (circa
STAND UP, 2nd album), is joined
on this outing by John Evan on
keyboards and Jeff Hammond on
bass. The sound is a bit harsher
than past Tull albums , but just as
pleasing. Best cuts on the album
include "Hymn 43 ," "Windup ,"
"Cheap Day Return," "Wondering
Aloud " and the title cut,
"Aqualung."

*

*

*

Generally , one can safely say

Classifields
FOR SALE, GREAT 30-YEAR
OLD CAR , 1941 Buick, body
and interior sound-0riginal,
good running condition, good
tires, best offer over $380.
Evenings - 377-0398.

*

*

*

The editors of " Summertime
wish to apologize to Sherry
King for misquoting her in
their inquireing photographer
column.
Sorry Sherry

* * *
LEEMOND!
Whats the story on the bike
racks?

* * *
Algre cumpleano Senorita Mil

that the British rock press is
fantastically more accurate and
difficult to please thun their
American counterparts. Now, a
quote from MELODY MAKER,
one of the leading rock journals,
concerning a group named
Lindisfarne.
"A breath of early Beatles! A
highly sophisticated pop group ,
with no pretentions and delusions
of grandeur, but a solid grasp
instead of the fundamentals of
music - firm, clear melodies ,
imaginative lyrics, and playing
that never faJJs below the level of
high competence."
From the NEW MUSICAL
EXPRESS . . . "This is the best
debut album this year by a
hitherto unknown British group.
In Alan Hull and Rod Clements
Lindisfarne has a pair of
songwriters with outstanding
potential."
I really can't add to that. The
album , NICELY OUT OF TUNE
(Elektra 74099) is EXCELLENT.

The group is adept at ~sing both
instruments and vocals to their
highest potential. This one hits
you with the same kind of good
feeling you had when you heard
the old, Beatles or very early Bee
Gees. Good all around .

*

*

*

Jeanie Gree·ne thinks she is
Mary Magdeline . She has other
problems too. One of them is her
new Elektra album MARY
CALLED JEANNIE GREENE.
(EKS 74103) After listening to
this pot pourri of pap, if that is all
Jeanie got called, then Mary
indeed deserved to be the mother
of God . Her patience . I ain't got.
The album is fantastically
underwhelming. The songs include
such modern classics as "Thank
God He Came," "Magdalene's
Medley ," and "Peter Put Away
Your Sword." This stuff could
even turn a Jesus freak into an
avowd agnostic.
THE

* * *
QUINAIMES

BAND

(Continued on Page 8)

Film Column
ON ANY SUNDAY (directed by
Bruce Brown ; Cinema V Ltd .)
There's not too much to say
about On Any Sunday, except (a)
it's a documentary on motorcycle
racing, and (b) it's a great movie.
Although bike racing generally
includes a lot of action, it's the
same action over and over: bikes
cross screen from left to right,
bikes crash, bikes run over other
bikes, bikes and riders fly through
the air together and/or separately,
guys fall off their bikes, etc. , etc.
This may sound like sheer
madness, and boring as well, but
the fact of the matter is that even
if you hate bike racing you'll
probably dig On Any Sunday, and
if you like bike racing you'll
absolutely freak out.

Brown has done a fantastic job
of covering the field - he's
included flat track, motocross,
trials, sidecar events, desert
scrambles, ice racing and much
more. But what's particularly
impressive is that he's taken
essentially repetitive material and
made it absolutely fascinating the film is nearly two hours long,
and there's not a single boring
sequence.
On Any Sunday includes a lot
of slow motion photography, and
as a result it takes on aspects of an
abstract study of motion. Shots of
riders drifting around a fast corner
in the dirt, their bikes sliding out
from under them (but still under
control) become ballet - and you
(Continued on Page 7)
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Knowing Your Inner - Self Through Zodiac
by Judy Consales
failure and lead a successful life.
The Ram, the Bull, the TAURUS - April 21-May 20
Heavenly Twins, and next the Symbol - The Bull
Crab the Lion shines, The
The sign of Taurus symbolizes
Virgin and the Scales, The the procreative forces in all of
Scorpion, Archer, and Sea natu re. The Taurus native has a
Goat, The Man that bears the natural, magnetic personality
Watering Pot, The Fish with which could enable one to go far
glittering tails.
in life. If one does not develop
This traditional rhyme helps properly, they often prove boring,
one remember the twelve signs of and dull. Through experience you
the zodiac. Yet few people will develop insight. Application
actually know what the zodiac is. to personal improvement will
The ' ancient Greek word zodiakos assure success. meant a circle of animals, but it is GEMINI - May 21-June 21
puzzling to realize that not all of Symbol - The Heavenly Twins
the signs are animals.
The sign of Gemini symbolizes
Astrology is a science as old as unity and the strength of unified
civilization itself. 1t involves action . Geminis usually have an
interpreting the influence of the intellectual type of personality .
heavenly bodies on mankind. The Yet this personality must be
zodiac is a circle drawn through controlled if you desire happiness.
the part of the sky that includes Imagination might take over and
the sun , moon and planets. This cause disallusionment. With
circle is made up of twelve proper mental training you will
constellations. There seems to be eventually achieve harmony.
a correspondence between events CANCER - June 22-July 22
in the zodiac and events on earth. Symbol - TheCrab
Each sign of the zodiac has
The sign of Cancer symbolizes
meaning for the individual born tenacity . A perso n born under
under tha t sign. By stud ying yo ur Cancer has an interesting, puzzling
zodiac you may gain insigh t into personality. Considerable reserve
t h e influ e nce of the stars is shown yet you are ca pable of
concerning your destiny . But joy and friendship . Because of
remember, predicting the future is your grea t depth of feeling you
mainly a matter of putting one' s can be easily hurt and then want
intuition to work , it is the inner t o hide the hurt. Through
self, or unconscious that has investigation of your attitude you
already decided the result.
will be able to see the changes
The signs and their Associated that must be made in order to
Characteristics:
create the success you are striving
ARIES - March 21 -April 20 for.
Symbol - The Ram
LEO - July 23-August 22 Symbol
- The Solar Lion
The Ram symbolizes spring ,
The sign Leo symbolizes
when light and love is bestowed strength, courage , and fire. Leos
upon the earth. Aries people possess a good sense o f humor and
usually have active personalities. through this nature many are
They tend to be courageous to the attracted to you. Because of your
point of daring. Here is where intense pride you must guard
they must control their against egotism , as it would
adventuresome natures to avoid . hinder. Your personality will
danger. This is where intuition make or break its own destiny .
would allow one to eliminate VIRGO - August 23-September

22 Symbol - The Gleaning
Maiden
The sign Virgo symboiizes
chastity. Those who were born
under Virgo are calm, confident
and contented. Because of their
independence they are rather cool
and reserved. By nature the Virgos
use their imagination for practical
purposes. They are more mental
than emotional in their feelings
and this can be bad. Hurt or
disa!lusionment will deeply affect
and it will be hard getting over it.
LIBRA - September 23-October
22 Symbol - Blindfolded Female
holding Scales
•
Libra symbolizes external
preception balanced by intuition .
The natives of Libra are finely
balanced men tally. However these
people seldom reach prominent
positions because they are too
even. Ordinarily Librins show
considerable poise but sometimes
they tend toward jumping to
conclusions and only look at
things from their perso nal
v i e w po i n t . Too much
dayd rea mi ng wil l hold up
p rogress, success and future
happiness.
· S C O RP I O
October
23-Novemb er 2 1 Symb ol - Th e
Sco rpion
The sign Scorpio symbolizes
death and deceit. Sco rpians have
attractive, dynamic personalities
but they are quite difficult to
understand because they tend to
be secretive . Their powers of
observation are keen , they possess
th e ability to meditate . A
Scorpion's greatest obstacle is his
own emotional nature. They must
learn to understand and control
their emotions.
SAG ITT ARIUS
November
.December
21
Symbol
_ The
22
Centaur

The centaur is a symbol of
authority and wo rldly wisdom.
Those born under the sign of

Filmcolumn

(Co ntinued from Page 6)

have to remind yourself they' re
going 80 miles an hour. Again and
again Brown undercuts the action
by confronting us with images
that have to be dealt with,
primarily, as visual experiences.
This kind of thing is tricky, as it
can easily slide over into
heavy-handed artiness, but Brown
pulls it off so well that none of
the excitement of the race is lost.
As with The Endless Summer
(Brown's last film) there's a lot of
light comedy. In a weird,
masochistic way there's something
intrinsically funny about falling
off your bike (at least at low
speed), and Brown has included a
lot of really hilarious dumps.
A1so, there's a beautiful shot in
which Steve McQueen (who put
up some of the bread for the film ,
, and is featured in a coup.le of
sequences) loses his bike, hits the
ground, crawls painfully toward
the machine and "dies" hugging
the gas tank - sort of like an
outtake from The Great Escape.
A1togeth~ On Any Sunday is
a superior way to spend a couple

of hours at the movies. Highly
recommended, especially for bike
freaks.

* * *

EVEL KNEIVEL (directed by
Marvin Chomsky)
Here's another winner. Evel
Kneivel, as everyone must know
by this time, is a real guy - a
maniac who makes his living
jumping a motorcycle over twenty
parked pickup trucks, and whose
great dream is to jump the Grand
Canyon with a rocket-powered
bike. The movie is only loosely
b_ased on Kneivel's life , but who
cares? The actual reality is so
close to fiction that it makes
perfect sense to polish it up a bit.
The film is fun from beginning to
end, and more than that one
cannot ask.
George Hamilton gives the best
performance of his career, playing
Kneivel as a charming, power-mad
egomaniac in the great American
tradition of larger-than-life folk
heroes. We never actually believe
the characterization, but we
appreciate it as artful fiction.
The film is structured as a ·

series of flashb acks, starting with
Kneivel as a teenage motorcycle
punk and ending with him as
all-American hero. Kneivel is
clearly set up as a symbol of the
United States - he's always
posing heroically with American
flags in th e background ,
bad-rapping Hells Angels ,
longhaired protesters and
un-American influences. Kneivel is
undeniably crazy, power-mad, and
more than slightly silly; we begin
to suspect there may be more
going on here than meets the eye.

ATTENTION
MARRIED STUDENTS
Babysitting,

Inc.

needs

you weekends of full-time
for I ive-in babysitting.
Make $100 plu s a week
w hile

going

to

school.

Couples w ith one ch ild
more than welcome. For
information call 964-7979.

Sagittarius are loyal, patrio tic, This is a reac tion to an unusually
energetic and generous. They are sensitive mind. Em o tionally th ey
hasty in te mperament, and are also sensitive, however he will
ambitious of position and power. not hold a grudge for Jong.
Strong conservative ideals and self Because Aquarians are capable of
control tend to command others. understanding hu man nat ure they
Varying moods m ight be lead active social Jives.
disagreeable. You will attract PI CES - Fe bruary 19-March 20
many friends, though, and go far Symbol - The Fish
with these friendships.
This sign symbolizes the flood
CAPRICORN
December because when the sun passes over
2-J anuary 19 Symbol - The Goat this sign the rainy season
This sign in its symbolical commences. There are two
aspect represents sin. The average distinct types of Pisces
Capricorn is pleasing to meet. personalities. One is very
Capricorns present a neat and charming, magnetic , and pleasant
pleasing appearance. They are not to meet. The other has aU of these
easily excited. and show up well qualities but possesses a great deal
in emergencies. Their pe rsonalities of reserve that borders on
become steady once they are able bashfulness. This reserve often
to overcome a certain timidity. causes misunderstanding. If you
They are timid because their have the latter type of personality
natures are so serious. A you must make the necessary
Capricorn must study himse lf and correc tions and try to become
make
the
n ecessary se lf-confident. Your feelings are
improveme nts.
intense and you can be very
AQUA RI US
January de monstrative. By bringing out
20-February 18 Symbol - T he th e positive, attractive qualities
Water Bearer
you can be assured of an
This sign symbo lize s judgment. int eresting life.
The Aqu arian personality is hard
If astro logy is yo ur thing, have
to precisil y defin e because it is fa ith in it, and you will be able to
c h a ngea bl e. So m e times this lead a very successful and happy
personality is active, interesting, life. Learning how to use you r
and expressive and at oth er times powers of intuition promises
moody , indifferent, and indolent. success.

Open Invitation
This is a pitch for another
campus group . But, not just any
ordinary group, we're the Concert
Cho rus . Now you' re thinking "Well , that leaves me out - I can't
sing." WHO SAYS? You don't
have to sound like Caruso or
James Taylor, just bring your
body . We ' re in dire need of men .
The reason is simple ; the girls
outnumber men 7-1 . You can
STILL j oin . (AND get credit) .
We' re under the direction of

Professor James Cullen. You may
not have heard of us because
we're a relatively new group .
So , if you want to hear what
we sound like , just stop by the
TPA this week , room 28. If you
just want to hear more about the
group , drop in WA 22 (TPA) and
talk with Mr. Cullen· or any
member of the music department.
Our rehearsals are at 3 :05 , every
Monday and Wednesday .
It sounds like wo rk , but it's
really a lot of ·run. JOIN US!!!!!

Announcing
Frosh Meeting
CLASS OF 1975
FRESHMAN CLASS
SECOND CLASS MEETING

OCTOBER ?
T.V. LOUNGE,
COLLEGE CENTER
COLLEGE FREE HOUR I :40

IMPORTANT .. .
ATTENDANCE MANDATORY
REASON OF MEETING :
D uring the month of
October your class will elect

their executive board, and
council members, who will
represent your class this year.
The positions available on the
executive board are: President,
Vice -President, Recording and
Corresponding Secretaries, and
a Treasurer. You are also
entitled to twelve (I 2) seats on
council. If there are any
questions, please contact Bob
Powers, Vi ce-P resi den t,
Student Organization.

National Corporation expanding in this area has a need
for part-time help. Hours can be arranged to fit your
schedule. Write to Box 2131-R, Morristown, New Jersey
07960 for interview appointment.

I NEED HELP!!! ENVELOPE STUFFERS - PART-TIME.
$25 GUARANTEED FOR EVERY 100 ENVELOPES YOU
ST UF F AL L POSTAGE PRE-PAID. SEND STAMPED,
SE L P-A DDRESSED ENVELOP E. PLUS $1.00 FO R
REG ISTRATION AND HANDLING TO : ALLEN KING CORP;
P.O. BOX 6525, PGH ; PENNA; 15212.
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Encounter '71

(Continued from Page 3)

many more, are somewhere in the
minds of the people who attend
Encounter Groups. These people
are no more " neurotic" than most
of us : They just look to groups as
a possible means of learning
something about their innerselves,
about how they interact with
others, and perhaps about how
they can experiment with new
behavior patterns as steps toward
alleviating loneliness, dealing with
·anxiety, or whatever the problem
may be. Encounter groups differ
from group therapy in that they
aim to focus on the here and now
t6 confront the needs of the
group members as they emerge,
rather than to probe someone's
past life to determine why this or
that guilty or angry feeling exists,
where it originated from, and
what it means. Many people find
this to be a threatening,
frightening prospect (even
longtime "groupers" like myself);
mixed feelings and resistance are
common occurrances. On the one
hand , there is the desire for
change, selfknowledge, and a new
closeness with people - on the
other hand , there is the intense
fear of same. Consequently,
groups at first tend to begin with
" small talk" about "safe subjects"
- usually intellectual, or in the
past, or outside the group
experience, like someone's
profession or girlfriend. Feelings
about these things and people are
at first expressed on a superficial
level ; the air is somewhat tense . A
"trainer," or "facillitator"
(usually a psychologist) attempts
to get an example of openess,
caring , and acceptance for the rest
of the group : ideally, he is
non-judgemental and perceptive
enough to know how much
feedback and what sort of
attention each member needs or
can handle successfully. As group
sessions continue, anxieties tend
to lessen as people reveal more of
themselves, learn more about
others, and feel more like the
person they discover underneath
their protective facade. Usually , if
the group goes well , the
facillitative powers of other group
members emerge ; an atmosphere
of warmth , accpetance , and
sensitivity pervade the group.
Newark State has conducted
several such four-day off-campus
Encounter Laboratories; however,
this last one was unique in that it
was run by Aureon Institute of
New York City. All Participants
were urged to answer a
confidential questionnaire , draw a
person, and fill out a "depression
scale". The rationale behind this
was the belief that people who are
excessively depressed or troubled
tend to either withdraw or
demand too much attention in
groups and . would fare better in
individual psychotherapy. No one
who was screened was eliminated,A
though. Six of the trainers were
from Newark State and six were

from Aureon, four of whom were
specialists in either Psychodrama,
Movement, Fantasy & Mediation ,
or Gestalt Art. Three encounter
groups combined to go to each of
these sessions at a scheduled time ;
otherwise the groups were in their
own encounter sessions. There
was mixed reaction to the
specialties: many felt that they
cut into encounter time and
prevented their group from being
as open as they could have been ;
others felt they added to the
group's progress.
My own reaction was that I
resen ted having any sort of
schedule at all , with so many
different sorts of experiences
crammed into the fo ur days, but I
found the Art and Psychodrama
sessions, as they happened to me ,
to be highly valuable.

In Art, we were given Jots of
different materials and the choice
to work alone, in pairs, or in
groups. Most of us worked alone
on the theme, "This is me as I am
today ." Much to my surprise, I
Jost my self-consciousness and had
a wonderful time, splashing on
paint and taping pieces of twine,
paper towel, and black tissue onto
construction paper. As I explained
my collage to the group, however,
I saw it in a new way which
sudde nly saddened me. The
twisted pieces of twine now
re presented my feeling of being
fragmented , scattered, not quite
"tied together", and the more I
looked at the whole thing, the
most confusion and turmoil I saw.
There was me, and I took a good
look.

Psychodrama by its very
nature , was a dynamic experience.
In psychodrama, the participants
act out a situation that is painful
or puzzling to one ( or more) of
the group members; it may be in
the past or present. The person
with the problem begins by
choosing someone else in the
group who most reminds him of
the friend or relative he wants to
deal with, and then they "act
out'' the scene. Anyone else in the
group is allowed to " double" that is, serve as an alter ego for
any character in the drama by
expressing the feelings he thinks
are being suppressed or ignored.
In our psychodrama, there was a
lot of doubling because many of
us identified with the situation.
One girl in the group was trying to
resolve her feelings of anger and
dependency toward a guy who
wanted to end their relationship. I
switched roles a few times: in her •
'p la ce, I felt the anger,
desperation, and utter helplessness
that come from depending upon
another person for my
self-esteem ; in his place, I felt
burdened with the weight of
someone hanging onto me and the
desire to avoid the whole scene.
Some people were close to tears;
psychodrama seems to involve
many others besides the "actors"!

lnforma~r~AIOR1/0II
~eferrols.~l)Ul~f

Counsell~ng,
For conf1dent1al and
JV:
personal help call (212)838 0710

ft

r
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(EKS 74096) is worth keeping in
mind when you're in the market
for a pleasant sound to listen to .
Not highly stimulating, the group
does all right, nonetheless. Their
harmonies are worth mentioning.
Now they've been mentioned.
Runt-The Ballad of Todd Rundgren
by Marty Ega~

Todd Rundgren is not a
renowned superst~r. Nor i~ he an
unheard of talent JUSt entenng the
music world. Actually Runt (cute
nick name heh) has been with us
for the past couple of years
originally making his debut as one
of the driving forces with a group
called Nazz, which has since
disbanded. Since then he has gone
solo and has come up with two
extremely fine albums . His second
and most recent effort, The Ballad

Todd Rundgren, Bearsville/
A-10116, is definitely, without a
dou bt one of the best albums to
come about in a long while.
As a musician, Runt is a more
than talented person . As well as
writing and arranging the twelve
c uts on the album, he is
responsible for putting down all
t h e v O ca J Jines and
instrumentation, except drums
and bass. Doing the drumming is
Tony Sales (remember watching
Tony and the Tigers on the Soupy
Sales show?) and N.D. Smart on
drums. On one number, Hunt
Sales, (another ex-Tiger and part
of the family) fills in on drums .
One of the most interesting
things to look at and one that
makes the album so good to listen
to is the great blending of sound
Rundgren creates with himself as
well as drums and bass. On most
of

IVans,I Trucks, Cars
ABSOLUTE AUCTION!

SAT., OCT. 9, at 10 A.M.
~

Rain or Shine, Held By

dlizabethtawn Bas
SALE LOCATION:
At our Southern Division Servicenter . One Brown Avenue.
(off Green Street) lselin . N. J .

cuts he overdubs piano, organ,
guitars (lead and rhythem), the
Putney - a mood synthesizer and
a variety of percussion
instruments from beer cans and
bottles to tympanies. On other
numbers he plays mandilins,
fiddles, slide guitar and on one of
the cuts puts in tenor and
baritone saxes along with some
clean floating vibes. Quite alot to
do by one guy ha? And to do it
good no less.
The album for the most part is ,
centered around a rock idiom.
There are a couple of beautiful
ballads and a nice little country
ditty .
I really feel it would be an
injustice to the album to depict
which song is better than the
other being that they're all so
good as well as being different
from one another. However, I
have to make mention of one song
entitled, "The Wailing Wall" ,
which is one of the most beautiful
songs I've heard in a long time and
is done with voice and piano,
really displaying his versatility in
using instruments.
Truly, truly a good album.

SUBMIT
YOURSELF
TO THE
DANA REVIEW

SELECTION INCLUDES:
132 vans! (all with au tomatic trans mission), 11 trucks, 14 cars,
4 compressors.

CAN BE INSPECTED:
Thursday, October 7 and Friday, October 8 from 9 A.M . to
3 P.M .; also 5 P.M . to 7 P.M. on Thursday.

These vehicles and equipment. which are surplus to
our present needs, have been well-maintained by
Elizabethtown Gas.
• All sales as is, all sales final.
• Everything MUST be sold. regardless of price.
• Terms- Cash or guaranteed funds ONLY.
• Items purchased MUST be removed NO LATER
than 4 P.M .. Wednesday, Oct. 13.
Conducted by

LOUIS TRAIMAN AUCTION CO. (215) Kl 5-4500

PREGNANT?
Need Help?
For a ss istance i n obt a ini n g
a legal abortio n immediately

in Ne w York Cit y at minimal
cost

PHILA.(215)
HIAHI (305)
ATLANTA(404)
CHICAG0(312)
NEW Y0RK(2l2)
8AH·I 0 PH - 7 DAYS

CAL L:

878-5800
754-5471
524-4781
922-0777
582-4740
A WEEK

ABORTION REFERRAL
SERV~CE (ARS) , INC.
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No Place To Be Somebody

FREE
ABORTION HELP
If you want an abortion, ACT AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE
in your pregnancy. YOU MAY CALL US ANYTIME,
day or night. All inquiries are held STRICTLY PRIVATE
AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Our staff will give you free and reliable information to help
you obtain a SAFE ABORTION IMMEDIATELY, INEXPENSIVELY, and without sacrificing the quality of your
medical care. They will arrange an appointment for you at a
reliable, specialized, approved clinic or hospital in New York,
staffed by BOARD-CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS and
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS.

There is absolutely never a referral fee or charge for
any of our services.

(212) 935-0081
7 days a week-24 hours a day
Travel and accommodation information immediately supplied

Women's Interests and Services East, Inc.
"W.I.S.E."
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

A Kilbourne and Donohue representative will be
on campus to assist you in ordering vour class ring

Official Ring Day

On October 7, 1971 , College
Center Board will present Charles
Gord one's, Pulitzer Prize Play, NO
PLAC E TO BE SOMEBODY .
The winner of last year's
Pulitzer Prize for Best Play, NO
PLACE TO BE SOMEBODY. tells
several stories, actually revolving
as it does around the various
characters who frequent

Days: Weds. Thurs. & Friday

Commercial Stuff

Sept. 29, 30 & Oct. 1

(Continued from Page 5)

Place -

kinda · got to thinking about
whether or not people thought
my apartment had houseilosis._So
I started sniffing around and got
my head caught between the pipes
under the sink."
"How'd you get loose?"

Cafeteria

Time 10:30.to 3:00
Deposit $10.00
This is the official Ring as approved by the Newark
State Student Organization.

"My neighbor disconnected the
pipes. At least I found out,
though, that my kitchen didn't

Joseph E. Levine presents a Mike Nic hols Film starring Jack Nicholson• Candice Bergen ~
~
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"•C,amal Knowledge'is an amazing, brutally honest
film. Mike Nichols' handling of actors is
unsurpassed among American directors!"
·
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"•umal Knowledge' is Mike Nichols best."
-Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review
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"I've experienced only three or four movies that
genuinely was sorry to see end.

I

I was sorry to see·c.amal Knowledge' end."
-Vincent Canby, New Yo rk Times
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An Avco Embassy Picture
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Mike Nichols.Jack Nicholson, candice Bergen,
Arthur Garfunkel. Ann-Margret and Jules f-eiffer.
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MILLBURN THEATRE, MILLBURN, ~- J.

"Thats's the whole point! Last
week I saw this lady lift the top
off the tank , and inside there was
this little guy in a speed boat
. throwing lemons at her. He used
to show up in a row boat and
believe me I would have just
settled for that. But I didn't even
get the row boat! What a
bummer! I bought the cleaner,
but all I got was blue water. So I
tried to bring it back to the store

::::,

a.

>

<(

smell funny . You can't imagine
how relieved I was.
"What other insights have you
had lately?"
"Come on, I']) show you."
We proceeded into the
bathroom, and she started to
explain how she had brought two
products back to the store
because they weren't satisfactory .
"Look in the toilet bowl ," she
said .
I looked . Nothing but blue
water. "So?"
"No. All I see is blue water."

OJ
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0

~

"Johnny's Bar" in Greenwich
Village . There's the man just out
of prison. the streetwalkers, the
college liberal , the Mafia hood, all
seeking a 'place to be somebody'
in spite of - or along with - the
Establishment. In other words.
each person tells 'where it 's al,
'tells it like it is' within the
framework of his life .

0
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~
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NOTICE

To: All Students, Faculty
Members, and Administrators
Throughout the coming
year, I will be conducting
research into Newark State
College's community services. I
would like to know of any
programs of interaction
between the Newark State
~ community and the cities and
towns surrounding it. Any
person or group involved in a
project or anyone with an idea
for community involvement,
please contact me, Peter
Zanias, at 2333 or 351-2369 or
send a memo to me, care of the
SCATE office, Student Center.
Your help is extremely ·
important, any information
will be appreciated.
Thank you.

NO PLACE TO BE
SOMEBODY, featuring a top
drawer Broadway cast, will begin
at 7:30 pm in TPA , Admission is
free for both students and
community groups - although
NSC students with validated ID's
will be accornodated first.

Pregnant?
Need Help?
We will help any woman regardless
of race. rel1g1on. age or !1nancial
status
We do not moralize . bul
merely help women obtain qual1hed
Doctors for abortions, II lh1s 1i
what they desire
Please do not
delay. an early abortion 1s more
s , mple and less costly, and can be
performed on an out patient basis.

Call:

215 878-5800
Woman's

Medical Aa■latance

8 AM -10 PM-7 DAYS
A N O N -PROFI T

ORG ANI ZA TIO N

That odor
·uour shower
can't stop...
we'll stop
·Free
. .. with a Norforms Mini-Pack
free for yo u! Showering·s
great - hut it card stop the
embarrassing f1:111inine odor
that starts internally. where
soap-and-water can ·1 reach .
That's whv we want to sm1d
you a free mini-pack of doctortested Norfnrms. thn internal
dcodornnt '. "
lust insert one tiny Nurforms
Suppository. It kills bacteria
inside the vaginal tract. .. stops
odor fast for hours . Y1it
Norforms are so easy and safe
to insert. No shower. no spray .
not even douching. protects
you the way Norforms do.

~

NORFORMS MINI-PACK
plus booklet! Write : Norwich
Pharmacal Co .. Dept. CN-A. Norwich. N.Y. 13815. Enclose 25¢ to
cover mailinr-: and handling .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. State _ _ _ _ Zip,_ __
FREE

Don't forget your zip code

Norwich Products Division
rp The
Norwich Pharmacal Co.
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Council Marathon
Memorabilia was brought before
council. Bob Di Ferdinando read a
letter from he Executive Board of
the Class· of '72 , wherein they .
requested a freezing of funds in
order to provide for a more
efficient handling this year. A
pri•mary investigation on
impTovement was conducted by
council members Steve Wance and
Jerry Baron. With the guidance of
the authors, areas of past
inefficiencies and questionable
management were looked into, in
the hopes of preventing a
re•occurrence with this year's
money.
When the motion to unfreeze
the funds was brought to the
floor, it required a 2/3 vote in
order to be passed. After a
lengthy discussion as to the
legality of the freeze , (did the
Pres. of Stud. Org. and the
Finance Board Chairman have the
power to do so? Could they prove
that it was impossible to convene
a meeting of council at that time?
Can funds be frozen only because
of illegal spending?), a vote was
taken. Two abstaining votes,
which according to Roberts Rules,
go to · the prevailing side, thawed
the freeze. A re-count was then
. asked for, and denied by the
Chair. The Chair was challenged,
defeated, and a roll call vote
subsequently held. The outcome
of the roll call defeated the thaw
and funds remain frozen.
President Bob Di Ferdinando,
therefore set up a committee
which is to inspect the financial
expenditures of Memorabilia and
to investigate means of expanding
its staff to include a wider range
of student representation.
Appointed as members were :
Gary De Carolis, Noreen Daly,
Steve Wance and Jerry Baron.
These people, along with members
of the yearbook staff will meet
and present a workable plan to
Student Org. tomorrow night,
when a vote on the freeze will
again be taken.
Although last weeks meeting
was the first of the year, various
shifts of offices occured. Kathy
Platt, Chairman of the Finance
Board and Senior Class
representative, resigned "due to
outstanding commitments."
Steven Wance, '72 representative
was appointed by the Council
President to succeed Miss Platt.
Although , constitution law
needed to be suspended to allow ·
Mr. Wance to fill the chair,
Council accepted appointment
after the necessary 2/3 vote was
procurred.
The rules were suspended
because the Chairman of the
Finance Board must have at least
one year experience on the Board.
Mr. Wance does not. In order that
he be · given sufficient time to
acquaint himself with Finance

Relations

-At .NSC?
(Continued from Page 5) .

faculty and students who would
like to talk to the people who
have been involved in groups. We
want to clear up all
misunderstandings. Watch the
Independent for all further
information.

' Bob Powers,
Board proceedings,
Vice President of the Council will
temporarily assume the Chair
until such a time that Mr. Wance
is ready and able.
Marc Sonethal, class of '73
representative "just resigned" and
President Di Ferdinando
relinquished his seats on the
Encounter Committee and the
R.T .P. Committee. The council
concluded that the "academic
affairs of the college have been
relegated to a lower status than
the other interests of the student
body". The Council, to uplift the
academic affairs, resolved to
appoint an Academic Affairs
Liasion officer. During the council
meeting the resolution was
approved and ·the appointment of
Ken Wilson by President Di
Ferdinando was accepted by
Council. Mr. Wilson's main
responsibilities are "to make
nominations for all Faculty
Senate and Administration
academic committees and to
insure that academic matters are
efficiently coordinated between
the i\.dministration, Faculty and
stud en ts."
Alan McGarry, in giving the
Presidents Committee on Parking
report stated, "the committee will
be coming down hard on parking
violations this year." The
preceding came as a warning to
students par-king their cars
illegally on cam pas. Mr. McGarry
continued to explain to the
Council that "towing of cars will
not begin until next week (the
week of Oct. 4th) but after
that . .. " He also explained the
college procedures that a student
must follow if using a different
car for a day. The student is
obliged to contact the Security
office and obtain a one day
sticker. " Notes " will not,
henceforth , be acceptable.
A council member, inquired
upon the necessity of the new
faculty parking spaces near Bruce
Hall. Mr. McGarry said the
Committee recommended the new
spaces for the faculty. He said ,
"research was done and it was
found that the spaces are
required. The spaces may not be
used every day , but they are
needed."

BA In Chem.
(Continued from Page 3)

September 30, 19n-

Demonstration
(Continued from Page 2)

action. For further information
please contact the Community
Coalition Office in the college

center.
Bob Travaglione
Community Coalition

Mall to

National PNCe Action Coalition
160 Fifth Avenue, Room 911
N-York, N.Y.10011
Telephone: 12121741·2018
•• , ....!'.Enclosed Is a donation of$ ••• •••••••••. FUNDS URGENTLY ¼E~DED!
.......... My organization endorses the Fall Program of antiwar activities.
•••••••••• Put me on the malling list.
.......... 1 am Interested In local peace activities, please contact me.
........ _I want to start a local PAC. Please contact me.
.......... Enclosed Is $ ......................................................................... send me:
.......... Nov. 6 button(s) 30 cents each •
......: ••• Aug.6•9 (Hiroshima) button(s) 30 cents each
.......... Coples of this brochure. $1.00/50
.........."Why Out Now?" leaflet. free
, ••••••••••Send me literature order form for bulk rate discounts.
NAME .................................................. ....................... PHONE ................... .
ADDRESS ....................................... .........................-

................................

CITY ....................................................... STATE .................... ZIP .............. .
ORGANIZATION/SCHOOL

Conference
(Continued from Page 2)
" Turning Children On With
Literature," and Dr. Jerry Weiss
(Jersey City State) on " Bringing
High School Students and Books ·
together." Mrs. Mame Churchwell
of the Elizabeth Schools will
conduct a demonstration lesson
on the "Use of Open Court
Materials in Beginning Reading,''
and Mrs. Susan Glazer of the
University of Pennsylvania will
demonstrate "Creative Techniques
in Beginning Reading."
·
There will also be a publishers
exhibit of instructional materials
at the conference. The conference
is scheduled to run from 9 :00
a .m.
I :00 p.m. Advance
registrations may be addressed to
the Reading Conference ,
Department of Communication
Sciences at Newark State College.
There will be a $5 .00 registration
fee , and registrants should
(Continued on Page 11)

Hotline

(Continued from Page 2)

Book Excha~ge Back
(Continued from Page 3)

draft , or any other specialized was run exclusively by APO, The
area may be placed upon request National Service Fraternity on
in contact with authorized campus. This project is the biggest
agencies, charging minimal fees . money maker of the year. The
The Hotline will be operated by profits of the exchange are used
by the brothers to initiate and
volunteer , student personnel.
Anyone who is interested in carry out service projects. One
working on the Hotline should fill project that took place this
out the form in the College summer was to take a group of
Center. Training of personnel will orphans to a baseball game in New
begin during the last week of York City.
This semester, however, APO is
September. The Hotline will be
operated 20•24 hours a day during sharing the profits with OPA , a
the week and at least 18 hours a female service club orgainzed last
day during the weekends.
year. Presently, OPA is waiting to
Tl!.e number for the Hotline is be accepted into the National
527•2330.
Service Sorority (OPA) as the

For inform<Jtion contact Cathy
Papinik (President) at Mailbox
No. 60 or Barbara Croninberger at
Mailbox No. 743 .

NOTICE .

Commercial

To Treasurers of all Clubs:
Training Sessions Sponsored by Student Org.

Oct. 4th, 6th -

6 p.m.

Oct. 5th -

4 p.m

In The Stud. Org. Office
Treasurer or representative must be present at all
meetings or funds will not be released.

PARDON US
In last week's issue an error was announced in the Coaches
golf award. Mark Tasy, Newark's no. 1 man was the recipient of
the award, with Ed Janesko being elected captain.
Lacrosse captains are: Robert Giodano, Gary Pieretti, and
John MacFayden.

chemistry program , and according
to Dr. Leeds, "have offered to
cooperate in demonstrating the
use of new equipment and
techniques." She added, "such a
c~operative program between
industry and the college can help
the student to achieve the type of
training which will help his
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY SCHEDULE
placement after graduation, and
SITE
TIME
DATE
OPPONENT
will familiarize him with the latest October 5th
3 : 30
Home
Drew University
V & JV
Away
3:30
October
8th
Trenton
State
College
V
&
JV
advan~ s in the field."
3 : 30
Home
V & JV
October 11th
Queens College
Away
3:30
V & JV
The new program in chemistry October 14th Douglass College
Varsity
Home
3:30
October 18th
Centenary
will . be housed in the Science October 21st
Home
Varsity
3 : 30
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Away
V & JV
2:30
Complex scheduled for October 26th Paterson State College
Home
Varsity
2:30
October 28th
Monmouth College
completion in I 973, with October 28th Ocean County C.C.
3:30
Home
JV
Home
V &JV
3:30
groundbreaking scheduled for this November 1st Montclair State College
Away
3:00
V & JV
November 3rd Lehman College
Spring.
Coach : A . Venezia
Students, or prospective .
Alpha Phi Omega and Omega Phi Alpha wish to
students interested in the new
announce
that the book exchange will close tomorrow
chemistry major may obtain
further information by contacting
Oct. 1. It will reopen from Oct. 11 to Oct. 15 for the
the
department of ·
return of money and unsold books. All BOOKS NOT
chemistry/Physics at the college,
PICKED
UP AT THAT TIME BECOME THE
or writing the Office of
PROPERTY
OF APOPA.
Admissions.

Women's Field
Hockey Schedule

Fourth Chapter. OPA accepts
freshman as new members unlike
other sororities, and emphasized
the fact that they are a service
rather than a social organization.

OPA is located in the Student
Activities Office opposite the
Book Store. On October 3rd a
combined APO/OPA meeting is
scheduled for 7 :30. Everyone is
invited to this meeting or to stop
in to talk anytime.

(Co ntinued from Page 5)

for a refund , but they wouldn' t
accept it because it had been used .
I'm leaving it there to use it up."
"What else didn' t you like?"
She pointed to this· bar of soap.
" See this?".
"Yeah, it's soap. What's wrong
with that?"
"It's supposed to give you a
lift, right? I used it yesterday, _b ut
I didn't start rising in the shower
or anything. That's a bad deal. I
even started jumping up and
down, hoping the soap had a
delayed reaction, but I only
succeeded in stepping on the soap
and almost breaking my back."
We started to walk into the
living room, when I noticed her
rug was wet. "What did you do to
your rug?"
"Oh, it's that rug shampoo the kind you use to clean it this
afternoon to entertain this
evening. Funny thing though. I
applied it yesterday but it still
hasn't dried."
"Haven't you ever stopped to
think that just maybe all these
commercials are a pack of lies?" I
asked.
"Oh come on, you're too
critical," she replied, flipping on
the television. "Hey, this
commercial's good - the one
where the guy flies into the
driver's seat ....."
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Phys Ed
.--.
Workshops ~,ann_e d
.
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Squires VS Brooklyn Saturday
Newark State opens its second
season against Brooklyn College
this Saturday, home, at two in the
afternoon. Last year the Squires
defeated Brooklyn 21-19 at
Brooklyn. The team chalked up
its inaugural win against the
Redmen last year and the team is
primed to do it again.
They have played two
scrimmages to date against
Livingston College and St. Peters.
The results of both _games were
somewhat mediocre as Newark
failed to score. However, the
defense was very good in both
games, especially against St.
Peters. Joe Schaffren and Jerome
Dunn, ,co-captains,.J:}ad fme days
and are the- keystones of this
year's defense. The main problem
is the team's inability to sustain a
prolonged drive. It is hoped this
problem will be ironed out in the
team' s last scrimmage with
Montclair. The team appears to be
in better physical shape this year
and the staff of Hawley
Waterman, head coach, Walter
Andyel, line coach and Anthony
Pelone, defensive back coach have
done a fine job drilling the team.
The offensive line is mainly a
_ veteran squad. Chris O'Carrol and
Jerome Dunn are presently the
starting ends, both returning and
strong blockers, Mike Cleary and
Harold Gray return to play

offensive tackle. Freshman Neil
Greco teams with returnee Walt
Lykosh to give Newark a pair of
quick hard hitting guards. Steady
John MacFayden is back to play
center and anchor the line. The
top offensive reserves are Tom
Westhelle, Ward Closterman, Steve
Grecto, Fred Bol, Stan Staroscik,
and George Buaonano. Charlie
Behm will start at quarterback,
being pressed by freshman Mike
Sherm, a versatile athlete who
should play somewhere, Ron
Brown, Ron Stone and Jim
Cannizzo appear to be the starting
backfield with adequate depth
. come from Al Tyson, Lou Addeo, ·
Lee ~ond, Brian · Daniels, Bill
Cummines, Kermit Clements and
Bill Hennessey. Several players are
being looked at in both back and
line positions; among these are
Mike Wojcio, Mitch Mazur, Stan
Krawiecks and Bill Hennessey.
Our strong point, defense; has
some new faces but the same
attitude and ability. The team
plays a 5-3 and great emphasis is
placed on the defensive ends,
Jerome Dunn returns to one end
and he was a good one last year.
This year he has shown he can
make the big play and is one of
the defense's strong points. Ward
Closterman is the other end and
he, a fine athlete, will do a good
job. Joe Schaffren and Fred
Brown are tackles. Joe possesses

strength, speed and a sense of
where the play is. He was last
year's most valuable player and
will make the big play constantly.
Fred Brown has speed and pursuit
and looks good. Neil Greco, a real
competitor, is the middle guard
and puts out 100%.

.........

Mrs. Edith Resnick, assistant Butch, Physical Education
professor of physical education Teacher, · Elementary School,
announced final plans for 'the 3rd South Brunswick
.
series of workshops· on physical · October 26th -- "Cr~ative Dance"
education activities for early - Mrs. Lily .Schrager, Director,
childhood and special education · Center of Creative Dance,
majors.
Highland Park ·
. .
The workshops will be held on November 2nd ~ . '~New . Trends
consecutive Tuesdays beginning and Developments" - Mrs. Jean
October 5th through November •Ginsburg, Director Playhouse
2nd, from 6:45 p.m.-9 : 15 p.m.
Nursery Schpol, West Orange,
No previous degree is required, Mrs. Nellie Britten, Coordinator; .
and in-service credit will be Newark "Follow Through
awarded for the workshop . The Program" Mo;ton Street Schc;>0l ,
program for the workshops:
Mrs , fane Ng, ~ar_ly Childhood
October 5th
"Movement Department, . Newark State
Education Folk Dance" - Mrs. College
Resnick, "Structured Rhytlfrnic
Activities" - Mr. Lowell Zimmer;
Acc01:ding to Mrs. Resnick, the
Department of Music, ·Newark .. purpose of ·th~ pro~am is to
State·College
·"provid~ teacher~ with new ideas,
October 12th
"PerceptuaJ ·.' methods and mat~rials in
Motor Activities" - Miss Lou ' deve!Qping progra~s .f~r both the.
Holman, Physical Education · typical and atypical student."
,
Supervisor, Elementary Schools,
•A°(egistrationfeeof$15.00for
South Brunswick '
intere.sted "on NS.C .students .can.
October 19th - "Manipufative · be .p<lid on or before September
Skills" - Dr. Joseph Errington; · 29th . for all 5 sessio~s. NSC
Department of Physical · studentscanattendfree-of-charge·.
Education, Newark State College, For further information contact.
"Self-Testing" - Miss Patricia · ·Mrs. Resnick . - ·
·

The linebacks are good, but
hurting. Steve Zamek, one of the
finest Iinebackers around is
injured and if he cannot return for
the brooklyn game, will be
replaced by frosh Steve Greco.
Lean and mean Walt Lykosh
returns to one corner to do his
thing while Bob Weglary and Mike
Harchas battle for the other spot
with Weglary leading the race.
Glenn Zantek and Grey Lewis
back up the starters. The
defensive backfield was hurt with
injuries to Bagley Goodwyn, last
year starter. This year, Larry
Baiza, Barry Breandon and Bob
Della Pia will do fine. Bob
Montefusco will again handfe the
kicking chores being pressed by
Ron Brown and Ron Stone.
The team appears strong now
and if Zamek and Goodwyn can
recover, the defense will be
stronger. Recent walk-ons Clint
Smith, Bob Jones and Bill
Wittman may surprise and add
depth. Color the team's prospects
optimistic and come out and
watch the fun.

f,nprov8d Soccer
re.am ·opens

by Bill Stark
penalty kick by Ivo Lekick. Coach
Last Wednesday the 1971 Aufsesor was pleased with the
version of the Newl;lrk State . comeback because "the players
soccer team played its first showed the brand of soccer they
scrimmage. The Squires,. led by can playa:": This was ·also the first
coach Pete Aufsessor, travelled to game Joyce Barca started coming
Morristown to play Morris County off his early season holdout.
College. The soccer team which is
coming off a losing 3-10 season
The team will have six
last year, have nucleus for a newcomers in the starting lin~up;
winning season this year. The full backs, Bob Von Bergen and
team showed this potential against Bob Belfiore; halfbacks, Jim
Morris County as they waltzed to Caswell and John Wisniewski and
a 5-1 victory. After a scoreless insides Brian Molloy and Ric.h ·
first quarter Joe Dunn opened the Freda. They will join five of last
scoring with a fine play in the . years starters; goalie Jorge Barca,
second quarter. Newark State halfback Mike Knoth, wing Joe
took the 1-0 lead into the second Dunn and Co-Captain lvo Lekick
half. In the third quarter the and Ken Graf. Others who will see
Squires blew the game wide open plenty of action are Mike Natale,
with three scores. The goals were Hank Rutkowksi, Bob Jordon,
by Rich Freda, Bob Drehland a Frank .L oughlin, Pete ·
penalty kick by Co-Captain lvo Bonigiovanni, Rich Vinai and Bob ·
Lekick. Morris County scored Drehl.
their only goal in this period. In
the fourth quarter Joe
The Soccer team opens its
"Kowabringa" Dunn scored his season Weds., Sept. 29. Oct. 1,
second goal of the game and made they travel to Upsala and will start
playing at 3:00 for anyone
the final score 5-1.
In their second Scrimmage wishing to go. Oet. 6, they host
all members of the Department of
against Stevens Tech the Squires Rutgers, SJ. at 3:30. This will be
Communication Sciences at
started slowly. They were trolling their first home game after this
Newark State College.
3-0 before they started playing publication and a good sized
Full-time students may obtain
good fundamental Soccer. The crowd is expected. The Squires
tickets for the conference from
Squires finally ended the score in have a good team and is deserving
the secretary in the the extra fifth quarter. NSC's
of our support. As Coach
Communications Service goals were scored by Brian
Aufsesso·r says, "Come out and
Department in Willis Hall.
Molloy, Joe Dunn and another see the world's No. 1 ganie." . ··.

Meeting Conference Held

All candidates for the Newark
State College Varsity tennis team
should report to campus school
west No. 109 on Tuesday,
October 5th during the college
hour.
The meeting will cover a
discussion of fall practice, fall
tournament, indoor tennis, and
the spring season. ·

Intramural
Tennis
Mr. Andzel, intramural
director, announces the formation
of an intramural tennis
tournament for men. Information
may be obtained at the gym. The
tournament is tentatively
scheduled for October 7.

(C~ntinued from Page 10)

indicate the section meeting of
their choice.
Assisting Dr. Putnam with
coordination of the conference
are, Dr. Albert Mazurkiewicz, Dr.
Clifford A. Bush, Mrs. Dorothy
Welle and Mrs. Robert Andrews,

Soccer Schedule · :·

Football Schedule
. DATE

NEWARK STATE CO LLEGE
1971 FOOTBAL L SCHEDULE
OPPONENT

October 2nd
Brooklyn College
October 9
Stony Brook
Octob er 16
Jersey City State College
October 23
Fairleigh Dickinson
October 30
New York Institute of Tech
Novem ber 6
Seton Hall
Novem ber 12
William Paterson College
Head Coach: H.C. Waterman
Assistants: Walter Andzel
Tri-Captains: A nthony Piione
James Cannizzo '72
Jerome D u n n'72
Joe Schaffren '73

DATE
SI TE

TIME

Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

2:00
2:00
2:00
1:30
2:00
1:30
8:00

NEWAR K STATE COLLEGE 1971 SOCCER SCHED ULE
OPPON ENT

September 29
Wednesday Paterson State College
October 1
Frid ay
Upsala
October 6
Wednesday
Rutgers South Jersey
October 9
Saturday
Glassboro State coilege
October 12
Tuesday
Bloomfield
October 16
Saturday
Monmouth College
October 20
Wed nesday
Montclair St ate College
October 23
Saturd ay
K utztown State College
Octobe r 26
Tuesday
Drew Univer sity
October 28
Thursday
Southampton College
October 30
Saturday
Jersey City State College
Novemb er 4 Thursday
Tren t o n State College
Novemb er 6 Saturd ay
M arlst College
Novem b er 10 W ed nesday
Sacred Heart University
H ead Soccer Coach: Peter M. Aufsesser

.

... -- . :

SIT E
Home

Ay,,ay
Hom e
A w ay
Away
Home
Away
Away
H o me
Hom e .
Home
Home
Home
Away

~

..

T IME
3:00
'. 3,60
3:30
11: 00
3:30
. 11:00
3:00
2:00
3: 00
2:30
10:00

2 :30
10 :30

1:00

,

I ~I DEP E~I DE~l ..f

I

DATE

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
EVENT

PLACE

MONDAY, OCT. 4th
10:50 a.m.-2:55 p.m.
6:00 p.m .-10: 00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
7:00-10:00 p.m.

Student Org. Meeting
IFSC Tea
Coffee House
Science Lecture

Alumni Lounge
Faculty Dining Rm
Hex Room
B-104

TUESDAY, OCT. 5th
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m .
1:40 p.m.-3 :05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :05 p.m.
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m .-1 :00 a.m.

History Club Student/Faculty Tea
CCB Film Series
Blood Bank
IFSC Tea
Coffee House

Forma l Lounge
Little Theatre ,
Sloan Lounge
Faculty Dining Rm
Hex Room

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 6th
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

Coffee House

Hex Room

Little Theatre

1 :40 p.m.-3 :05 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
4 : 15 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Free University : Fortune Society
Forum
Freshmen Class Speeches and Mtg.
Alpha Theta Pi Party
Reader's Theatre
NJEA Membership Drive-In

4 :00 p.m.-6 :30 p.m.

Evening Student Council Cook-out

8 :00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
8 :00 p.m .-

Coffee House
Pulitzer Prize Drama: "No Place To
Be Somebody" NSC ID's required
Admission: Free

THURSDAY, OCT. 7th
1:40 p.m .-3 :05 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCT. 8th
6 :00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8 :00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.
SATURDAY, OCT. 9th
8:00 a.m .-3:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCT. 10th
6 :00 p.m .- 10:00 p.m .
6 :00 p.m . and 10:00 p.m.

TV Lounge
Sloan Lounge
W100
Faculty Dining Rm
and Rm A, Downs
Lawn area outside
Downs Hall
Hex Room
TPA

(Continued from Page 4)

Rm A, Downs
Hex Room

GED Tests
NJ Assoc . Education Young Children
Conference and Luncheon

W100, 101,200,213
Little Theatre

IFSC Tea
CCB Major Rock Concert/2 shows
separate admissions $2 with ID
featuring: Poco and Jonathan Edwards

Fae. Dining Rm
TPA

We are also glad to see that

,/ ..

_

..•·

Student Council Meeting
Coffee House

expect to rip off the student;s
·money as part of the "job". We
are not interested in dredging up
old flak, but rather, clearing the
air so as not to fot this situation
contin ue.

fa•

•,·:::• · .

Sound and Fury .
gratitud e for your honest
approach in publishing Bob D's
investigation of Student
Organization funds. It seems that
everyone has taken the money
situation (stealing) so lightly, even
to the point where one would

PMI ZAPPA K.RAPPA:.:,

something is being done at last lo
make the yearbo o k more
important and relevant to the
independen l stud en ts.
Thanks again, Bob, and all
others involved.
Caryn Goff
Patricia Frank

